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Wine is not just for enjoyment; it is also a culture and science. For that reason, 
we developed our refrigerated wine cabinets in cooperation with oenologists.

Refrigerated wine cabinets
Cool eye-catcher with intelligent technology



Highlights 
☼ Inclined support for correct storage

☼ Optional: VARIO inclined support in
3 lengths for midi and magnum bottles as
well as regular bottles, also available
with a drawer

☼ Enormous storage capacity for up to
156 bottles

☼ Model Twin: Reach-through cabinet
with doors on two sides

☼ Minimised vibrations

☼ Silent design for especially quiet operation

☼ Any RAL colours and surfaces

☼ UV-absorbing insulating glass without
transparency loss

☼ Interior lighting with dimmable LED light
columns

☼ Automatic defrosting device

☼ Exact temperature control and constant
interior temperature

Optional: 

☼ VARIO inclined support in 3 lengths for
midi and magnum bottles

☼ Full extension drawer with perforated
shelf base for the best air circulation and
vibration-free storage

☼ HZ support system for flexible presentation
and storage as well as very easy handling

Effective and innovative
Thanks to cooperation with the specialists in  
the field of cellar management, we have been 
able to create perfect storage and temperature 
conditions in our refrigerated wine cabinets. 

The optimum inclined positions of the bottles, 
minimised vibrations, constant and accurate  
temperature control down to the degree – all of 
this guarantees you and your guests maximum 
wine enjoyment at the very highest level.



HZ 2 support system with adjustable bracket at the 
front and back for optimum presentation of small  
and large bottles.

For heart and mind 
Our refrigerated wine cabinets impress with a very successful design and prevail with functional highlights: ma-
ximum capacity, perfect storage conditions, optimum presentation, adaptable for different bottle sizes, and it is 
easy to reach the individual bottles thanks to an optional full extension drawer for the individual supports – you 
can expect all of this of our refrigerated wine cabinets.

HZ 1 and HZ 2 support system with full extension dra-
wer. Combination with magnum holder + bracket  
for individual inclined position.

Maxi support system

Inclined support (optionally with full extension drawer)
The perfect angle ensures that the cork is always  
slightly moistened, but is never too wet.

A configuration with full extension drawers is optionally 
also possible only on the top or bottom.

A support system that can be mounted and turned by 
90° ensures a perfect all-round presentation.
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MODUL – combine individually, control separately
You can combine any number of our high-quality MODUL refrigerated wine  
cabinets together in a flush-mounted installation or as stand-alone units.  
Your benefit: Each individual cabinet remains individually controllable. In order to 
give you maximum individuality, the surfaces are available in all RAL colours.

TWIN – high transparency for perfect presentation
This refrigerated wine cabinet attracts the attention of your guests – and it ensures a  

perfect view from all sides. Four dimmable LED light columns ensure the right  
atmosphere through the lighting, and the individually controllable refrigeration system 

ensures exactly temperature-controlled wine. The design and functionality  
could not be combined more perfectly. 
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